EdibleSchoolyard

Cory wants some EdibleIdeas for the school.

why EdibleIdeas? There’s an explosively vibrant food culture, worm building, composting, and community engagement to learn from.

Where in the Park? Throughout an urbanized area, along buildings, in classrooms windows, there are many unique growing conditions and opportunities.

What is the EDI? A Brooklyn green roof and vegetables then food. EDI involves city gardens where students learn about the four sections: soil, water, air, and light.

These tags are selected.

An array of agroecological variety of ideas.

EdibleIdeas is a community of urban food producers who already available online is led by a single, simple, vibrant, and wild idea - to share food. Each feature article is accompanied by a set of tags that highlight the underlying ideas.

These EdibleIdeas are placed on a sketch of the schoolyard.

Each of the EdibleIdeas is reflected as a component of the schoolyard. For example, food systems, community, and environmental sustainability strategies are linked to each other. The landscape is designed to support the school’s educational mission.

EdibleBackyard

Brooke wants some EdibleIdeas for the backyard.

why EdibleIdeas? Backyards are a key part of life. They are places of interest for food production, they are places that are often visited by family and friends.

These tags are selected.

A complete list of EdibleIdeas for the backyard.

EdibleIdeas is a community of urban food producers who already available online is led by a single, simple, vibrant, and wild idea - to share food. Each feature article is accompanied by a set of tags that highlight the underlying ideas.

These EdibleIdeas are placed on a sketch of the backyard.

Each of the EdibleIdeas is reflected as a component of the backyard. For example, food systems, community, and environmental sustainability strategies are linked to each other. The landscape is designed to support the school’s educational mission.